Eleven
Swiss architect and designer Daniel Korb developed Eleven around the concept: “Furniture is architecture on a different scale”. This inspires furniture created for functionality and connectivity to support where people interact. Informed by the international style and an architect's attention to detail, Eleven is an adaptable, sustainable collection that scales from private to open spaces.
Architecture on a different scale

Eleven inspires a seamless blend of furniture functionality, connectivity, storage, and media integration that harmonizes with interiors. The narrow profile of Eleven captures a light feel while supporting high activity spaces where people meet and work.
Inspiring natural collaboration

Integrated sit-to-stand design invites collaboration and accommodates varied work styles. Apply a storage box to the end of a run to create space division as well as a collaborative workspace. Frame color options present even more interpretations for Eleven to showcase its architectural roots.

Xchange

Xchange was created by Daniel Korb, a Swiss architect and furniture designer and Anthony Kotarac, a Sydney based architect and furniture designer, who both share a passion for high quality and well designed furniture.

Korb and Kotarac believe that furniture is architecture on a different scale. This thinking has shaped Xchange’s approach to furniture design resulting in solutions that seamlessly fuse utility and beauty.